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ABSTRACT 
 

The AutoCAD software is a power computer-aided design (CAD) system that can offers all 

users of graphics, 2D and 3D objects representation. In this paper, we present the basic 

Boolean operations that allow adding, subtracting or intersecting solid objects in 

AutoCAD. 
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1. Introduction 
The AutoCAD system is a powerful drawing and 

projecting assisted program which allows object 

representation on computer both in bi-dimensional 

space, 2D, and in tridimensional space,  3D [1].  

Working in 3D, usually, involves the use of solid 

objects. The solid generation with complex 

architecture composed of two or more solids or 

regions is made up by using Boolean operations of 

union, subtract and intersect. 

 

2. The Boolean operations 

The Boolean commands work only on solids or 

regions. The first stage in a solid model creation 

consists in obtaining one or more primitives. The next 

stage consists in using Boolean operations of Union, 

Subtract or Intersect in order to create the solid model 

[3].   

 

2.1 The UNION command 

The UNION command generates a tridimensional 

object made up of the mathematical union of two or 

more solids. The solids obtained this way act as a 

single object (see figure 1 -a, b, c). 

The UNION syntax  

Command: UNION 

Select objects: 1 found (the first solid of union will be 

selected) 

Select objects: 1 found, 2 total (the second solid of 

union will be selected) 

Select objects: <Enter> (the operations of selecting 

will be closed). 

 
Figure 1.a. Solids before Union 

 

 
Figure 1.b. Solids after Union 

 
For a realistic image, we used the Conceptual 

Visual Style command as shown in figure 1.c. 
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Figure 1.c. The Conceptual Visual Style command 

 

2.2 The SUBTRACT command 

The SUBTRACT command allows the obtaining of a 

single tridimensional solid composed by 

mathematical subtracting of the common part of two 

or more solids (see figure 2 -a, b, c) [8].  

The SUBTRACT syntax: 

Command: SUBTRACT 

Select solids and regions to subtract from .. 

Select objects: 1 found (the solid/solids from which 

the subtract is made will be selected) 
Select objects: <Enter> 

Select solids and regions to subtract .. 

Select objects: 1 found (the solid/solids which are 

subtracted will be selected) 
Select objects: <Enter> (the operations of selecting 

will be closed). 

 
Figure 2.a. Solids before Subtract 

 

 

Figure 2. b. Solids after Subtract 

For a realistic image we used the Conceptual 

Visual Style command as shown in figure 2.c. 

 
Figure 2.c. The Conceptual Visual Style command 

 

2.3 The INTERSECT command 

The INTERSECT command allows the obtaining of a 

solid composed from the common part of two or more 

solids (see figure 3 -a, b, c). 

The INTERSECT syntax: 

Command: INTERSECT 

Select objects: 1 found  

Select objects: 1 found, 2 total (the solid/solids which 

are to be intersected will be selected) 

Select objects: <Enter> (the selection is closed and 

the left regions will be removed from around the 

obtained solid). 

 
Figure 3. a. Solids before Intersect 

 

 
Figure 3. b. Solids after Intersect 
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For a realistic image we are used the Conceptual 

Visual Style command as shown in figure 3.c. 

 
Figure 3.c. The Conceptual Visual Style command 

 

2.4 The INTERFERE command 

The INTERFERE command allows the creation of a 

solid composed from the intersection part of two or 

more solids (as in INTERSECT command) but with 

initial solids intact keeping, as shown in figure 5.  

The INTERSECT syntax: 

Command: INTERFERE 

Select first set of objects or [Nested 

selection/Settings]: the first set of solids will be 

selected 

Select first set of objects or [Nested 

selection/Settings]: 

Select first set of objects or [Nested 

selection/Settings]: <Enter> (the selection is closed) 

Select second set of objects or [Nested 

selection/checK first set] <checK>: the second set of 

solids will be selected after which access <Enter>.  

When accessing <Enter>, an Interactive dialog 

box appears named Interference Checking (Figure 

4) and the drawing moves into in a form similar to 

figure 5. 

Select second set of objects or [Nested 

selection/checK first set] <checK>: <Enter> 

(AutoCAD program  displays all the solids which 

Interfere and points out their number and the 

reference pairs). 

 
Figure 4. The dialog box Interference Checking 

 

Figure 5. The Interfere command 

Thus, in the Interference Checking dialog box 

(figure 5), we will click the Next button, as can be 

seen in figure 6 (the first application of the Next 

button)  and figure 7 (the second application of the 

Next button). 

 
Figure 6. The first application of the button Next 

from the Interference Checking dialog box 

 

 
Figure 7. The second application of the button 

Next from the Interference Checking dialog box 

 

In figure 8, three solids before the Interfere 

command  are presented.  

After not marking, Delete Interference objects 

created on Close option in the Interference Checking 

dialog box, the drawing will appear in the final form 

in figure 9.  
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Figure 8. Solids before Interfere 

 

 
Figure 9. Solids after Interfere 

 

For a realistic image we are used the Conceptual 

Visual Style command as shown in figure 10.a, and in 

figure 10.b, we change the colors at the solids [7]. 

 
Figure 10.a. The Conceptual Visual Style command 

 

 

4. Conclusions 
AutoCAD - computer aided design is the most 

popular program of graphics and design aided by 

computer used in domains as: architecture, 

geography, astronomy, techniques, etc. At times you 

may need to combine multiple parts into one, or 

remove sections from a solid [5, 6].  

The use of Boolean operations as modeling 

instruments lead to many of the performances 

realized by the AutoCAD program users in solid 

modeling. The Boolean operations are found both in 

bi-dimensional space in working with regions and in 

tridimensional space when complex objects can be 

created starting from simple primitive ones. In this 

paper, we present the basic Boolean operations that 

allow adding, subtracting or intersecting solid objects 

in AutoCAD [2, 4].  

The solid modeling force in AutoCAD consists 

only in using these Boolean operations. Complex 

solid objects can be created through combinations 

generating solid primitives. These complex solids can 

be combined with other primitives or even with other 

complex solids. 
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Figure 10.b. The Conceptual Visual Style command  


